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During the past fall semester, I started a programming project called Rayon
which is designed to be a realistic physics engine implementation that runs alongside
the videogame Minecraft. It is a library which Minecraft mod developers can use to
implement realistic entity movement into their own mods. Rayon, being entirely written
in the Java programming language, currently uses a port of the Bullet physics engine
called JBullet which is very outdated and no longer being maintained. To find a more
performant solution, I have set out to replace JBullet with an alternative library called
LibBulletJME which is designed to interface with the original Bullet library written in C++
(generally a faster programming language).
Introduction
Minecraft is a game which many people are already familiar with given its decade
long life and its ever growing popularity. A popular aspect of the game which has been
around since the beginning is modding. Minecraft modding allows users to install
community-made mods into their game in order to add content and/or change the
game’s behavior. The project I chose to work on was made to be an intermediary
between Minecraft mod developers and Minecraft mods themselves in the form of a
software library.
Summary
The project is called Rayon which is designed to be a realistic physics engine
implementation that runs alongside the videogame Minecraft. It is a library which mod
developers for Minecraft can use to implement realistic physics-based entity movement
into their own mods. Rayon currently supports rigid body dynamics for in-game entities
(such as living entities like cows or sheep and non-living entities like boats) as well as
loading various collision shapes in place of “blocks”, which make up the typical
environment in a Minecraft world. It is configurable in terms of gravity, air resistance,
simulation step rate, etc.
Rayon, being entirely written in Java (like Minecraft itself), used a port of the
Bullet physics engine called JBullet. However, it is very outdated and no longer being
maintained. An alternative exists called LibBulletJME which is a java native interface
version of Bullet that yields better performance. The reason for the performance boost is
because under the hood native C++ code is executed instead of java code. After
replacing JBullet with LibBulletJME, there was a noticeable performance boost. Most of
the work involved with the transition had to do with reading the documentation for both
libraries as well as studying their code. However, since they both represent the same
physics engine, it was relatively trivial to swap them out.
The next step was to implement multithreading into Rayon. What that means is
the physics world will simulate asynchronously with Minecraft’s game logic. Before,
Minecraft’s game logic would be blocked from executing each loop while Rayon was
simulating the physics world. Implementing multithreading proved to be much more
difficult than swapping out bullet libraries since it required many structural changes to
Rayon. It also required some additional research into multithreading within Java itself
since I had little experience with it. After the work was complete, it was found that there
was a staggering ten times performance boost during some quick load testing (I tested
how many entities could be spawned into the game before it became unplayable).
Conclusion
Rayon is a powerful tool for Minecraft mod developers looking to incorporate rigid
body dynamics into their own modifications since it makes use of native execution and
multithreading. It was very enjoyable to work on since I believe it furthered my
programming knowledge greatly. Also since it is an open source project, I plan on
maintaining it for the foreseeable future.
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